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nexRates enhances trading platform with high performance Excel plugin from MDX
Technology

Bergamo – 30th May 2013 – nexRates, the latest e-trading product from SoftSolutions!, today announces that
it has integrated MDXT Connect, the high performance Excel plugin from MDX Technology (MDXT), a leading
provider of real-time market data connectivity for traders.
nexRates is a comprehensive solution providing pricing, trading, quoting, risk management and position
keeping for market makers and brokers dealers in Fixed Income assets. With the integration of MDXT,
nexRates customers will benefit from a high performance Excel plugin that can be used for subscribing and
publishing real time market data through nexRates.
Michele Comi, Sales Director, nexRates commented “We are thrilled to add MDXT’s market leading Excel
plugin to the array of functionality already offered by nexRates. The integration of MDXT’s Excel interface adds
to the extremely flexible architecture of nexRates and enhances the trading experience further.”
Paul Watmough, CEO, MDXT, said “MDXT is experiencing a period of unprecedented adoption amongst third
party vendors, as well as banks, brokers, hedge funds, etc., and we are very pleased to extend our Excel plugin
to nexRates. We see Excel continuing to be the tool of choice for accessing and manipulating real-time data,
and it is clearly important as an interface for nexRates clients.”

About SoftSolutions!.
SoftSolutions! provides real-time, multi-market and high performance connectivity and trading solutions for
Fixed Income. Our experience of more than 15 years in e-trading guarantees that our services and products
are extremely robust, performing and aligned to the needs of the savvy professionals of European institutions.
We have a diverse client base, that includes upper tier 1 banks, focussed regional dealers, niche investment
banks and innovative institutional clients. Our most renowned solutions span from primary market platforms
to MIFID-compliant Best Execution systems to pure connectivity gateways.
nexRates, SoftSolutions! newest e-trading product, includes a modern and flexible graphical user interface,
which was designed by bond traders and consultants and has been developed using the latest technology, for
a cost-effective, trader-to-trader solution. The solution includes a broad set of connectivity gateways and
supports a number of Fixed Income asset classes, including European Government, credits and high yield
bonds, with more features, markets and integrations coming in the near future.
For more information and updates visit www.nexRates.com and www.softsolutions.it.

About MDX Technology, Ltd.
MDXT focuses on market data connectivity solutions for Traders, Developers and Market Data Professionals.
MDXT is headquartered in London with global representation. MDXT’s clients include investment banks, prop
traders, hedge funds, investment managers, spread betters, Inter Dealer Brokers and software development
companies across the globe. MDXT Connect provides a single view of multi-source data; available as a plugin
for Microsoft Excel and a .Net and C++ API with interfaces to Bloomberg, Exegy, NYSE Technologies, Solace,
SoftSolutions!, SunGard, Thomson Reuters and TIBCO with a roadmap of others to follow. For more
information please visit www.MDXTechnology.com.
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